Color Accurate™ software is only one of the value-added innovations that make PPG Commercial Coatings the choice of manufacturers and facilities across the globe. To learn more, visit ppgcommercialcoatings.com.
ENHANCED, EXPANDED COLOR FORMULATION AND MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE FOR MORE CONTROL, INSIGHT, AND PROFITABILITY.

You rely on Color Accurate™ for fast, color formulations today, and now we’ve made this trusted software even better. Our third generation (G3) software product introduces a suite of powerful tools to increase paint operation efficiency. New features include an array of pre-formulated color matches, intuitive formula searching, VOC and HAPs tracking, as well as customer job management reporting functions. Best yet, Color Accurate is simple to learn and easy to use, minimizing training, errors, and waste.

EXPANDED PRE-FORMULATED COLOR MATCHES FOR SUPERIOR RESULTS

No matter what business you’re in, information is power. With an expansive library of over 40,000 pre-formulated colors in 20 plus qualities, Color Accurate for Commercial Performance Coatings gives you the ability to make the right color call—fast. You’ll also be able to retrieve color information in a variety of ways, giving you instant access to the information you need.

FASTER RETRIEvals

The color information you need resides within the software, greatly minimizing the need to go online or call the Color Library to find your color formulas.

IMPROVED SEARCHES

Finding a color match is even easier because the Color Accurate database can be searched for pre-formulated colors by OEM, national fleet [CAT, CNH, etc.], RAL, competitor code and other criteria.

AVAILABLE QUALITIES

Users can specify formula types [AUE-300, ALK-200, etc.] to provide search results only in the qualities mixed at a particular distributor or customer location.

EASY FORMULA IMPORT

If you choose, you can bring your existing custom formulas and WIPs into Color Accurate without manually retyping. Import all your records at once during setup or on the fly. And your database information can be used during Wildcard Searches, helping to achieve even faster color match results.

HELPFUL WILDCARD SEARCHES

A spectrophotometer sample measurement can be used for a Wildcard search that compares reflectance data on pre-formulated colors as well as any user-created formulas that have been uploaded and have reflectance data attached. Color Accurate then offers multiple formulas with corresponding Match Ratings—the lower the rating, the closer the formula will be to the desired color.

TINTABLE PRIMER FORMULAS

Our Color Accurate software includes the pre-formulated primer options for CRE, HBA and VAP primers. Users can also create and store their own custom primer colors.

TWO FORMULATION OPTIONS

Sample Mode allows you to match in small amounts without having to continuously correct into a quart or gallon container. This method ensures that what you spray and evaluate is the exact formulation in the finished container. Batch Mode allows you to formulate with the same process you are using today.

NEW TOOLS TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY AND MANAGEMENT

PPG has an unrivaled reputation for outstanding color tools that help support our various brands. Color Accurate for Commercial Performance Coatings continues that legacy by providing you greater control of your color and customer management operation.

PROFITABILITY

The software has been designed to allow you to input items critical to optimizing profitability on mixes. These include choosing the container size of resin purchased, empty can costs and the ability to pre-set margins for mixed color by customer.

VOC AND HAPs TRACKING

Color Accurate enables you to identify volatile organic compound or hazardous air pollutants associated with a mix for your customers (based on “Record as mixed” data). In addition, you can refine customer usage reports based on a variety of criteria, such as monthly VOC or HAPs totals or emissions by VOC category, for example.

ELECTRONIC SCALE AND SPECTRO COMPATIBILITY

Color Accurate works seamlessly with existing Sartorius and Mettler Toledo scales as well as the X-Rite SP61 Spherical Spectrophotometer.

TECH DATA SHEET STORAGE

For your convenience, technical data sheets (including French and Spanish when available) are now downloaded and stored on your computer during the install process. They are also updated each time the software is upgraded with a new CD.

REQUIREMENTS:

HARDWARE: Compatible with existing hardware.
OPERATING SYSTEM: Compatible with existing OS on existing PPG CPC computer systems. Must have Windows® XP Service Pack 3 at minimum.
VERSIONS: The new Color Accurate G3 software will reside on the same computer as the existing version. Your existing data will not be altered or erased, and can be easily accessed should you decide not to import this data during the installation process.
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